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Abstract: Most people would like everything to be physical. So they would like spiritual energy to be electro-

magnetic or some kind of physical radiation but it is not, not at all. 

Consciousness is the eye of the mind open. 

Let us stop wondering what is consciousness. That spiritual energy is not something physical is an argument for 

the existence of the afterlife. 
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I. Introduction 
In :https://www.ashese.co.uk/ajps-v6-issue-1/about-a-new-philosophy 

 

I wrote : 

“It could be considered doubtful that thoughts can appear from previous thoughts without the work of the 

neurons of the brain. Thoughts can appear because of an infinite spiritual energy that can produce work and even 

infinite work. The energy is drawn from the Good.” 

 

In : https://www.ashese.co.uk/ajps-v4-issue-5/more-about-thoughts-as-mathematical-waves 

I wrote : 

“The spiritual energy which is the mind allows work, reading or writing in the mathematical sky, because it has 

access to the mathematical sky.” 

 

In : https://www.ashese.co.uk/ajps-v4-issue-4/about-axioms 

I wrote : 

“The mind is a spiritual energy.” 

 

In : https://www.ashese.co.uk/ajps-v4-issue-1/philosophy-of-mathematics-about-god-mathematician 

I wrote : 

“Thoughts are produced by spiritual energy which is the ability to do so (ability to do such work). 

Physical energy is used to maintain the brain and not directly to produce thoughts.” 

 

In : https://www.ashese.co.uk/ajps-v3-issue-3/philosophy-of-mathematics-about-afterlife-and-other-

philosophical-thoughts 

I wrote : 

“Thoughts are mathematical waves because brain waves are the same for different thoughts. Spiritual energy is 

the other component of the soul and is eternal as it is related to mathematics, but not mathematics.” 

END OF QUOTES 

 

II. Main text 
Most people would like everything to be physical. So they would like spiritual energy to be electro-magnetic or 

some kind of physical radiation but it is not, not at all. 

“The mind is a spiritual energy” is not quite correct as spiritual energy produces mathematical waves which are 

part of the mind and not spiritual energy but from spiritual energy. 

Then there is the eye of the mind. 

Consciousness is the eye of the mind open. 

Let us stop wondering what is consciousness. 

That spiritual energy is not something physical is an argument for the existence of the afterlife. 

 

III. Conclusion 
Doing research upstream of existing research allows you to have a point of support to deviate from the 

hypotheses generally made without paying much attention (for instance, the importance of brain waves). 
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Society does not encourage such upstream research because it most often fails to bring something new while 

deductions are able to bring something new, even if not quite new. 

 One has to get rid of parasitic thoughts about one’s personality not fit enough.  
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